THE ECONOMIC MOBILITY BILLS IN THE MAYOR'S LEGISLATIVE
PACKAGE INCLUDES:
As Boston continues to grow at an incredible rate, Mayor Walsh has prioritized economic equity
to ensure all Bostonians benefit from Boston's booming economy. In 2014, Mayor Walsh created
the Economic Development Cabinet to make Boston an appealing and accessible place for
families and businesses to grow and thrive in a way that fosters inclusion, broadens opportunity,
and shares prosperity, thereby enhancing the quality of life for all Bostonians.
Milestones include the development of the city's first ever Economic Inclusion and Equity
Agenda, publication of the city's first Small Business Report, launch of the Small Business
Resource Center, and passage of an updated Boston Residents Job Policy with elevated develop
standard for hiring and building in Boston.
THE ECONOMIC MOBILITY BILLS IN THE MAYOR'S LEGISLATIVE PACKAGE INCLUDE:
An Act to Increase Access to Affordable Community College: would replicate Boston's Tuition-Free
Community College (TFCC) Initiative launched in June 2016, making it available statewide. TFCC
was launched by Mayor Walsh and currently serves 295 students attending Bunker Hill
Community College, Roxbury Community College and MassBay Community College. Students
enrolled through the program have an average graduation rate of 70 percent over three years,
significantly higher than national averages.
Katherine Hernandez, Dorchester resident and a sociology major at Bunker Hill Community
College, credits the city's Tuition-Free Community College program with helping her succeed in
getting her degree. "I wouldn't be able to go to college if it wasn't for this program," said
Hernandez.
An Act to Create Economic Vitality in Boston Neighborhoods: would expand the number of liquor
licenses in Boston and target them to neighborhoods that would greatly benefit with an influx of
restaurants to drive economic activity. Restaurants are the lifeblood of neighborhood business
districts, providing jobs and gathering spaces, and spurring other businesses to locate nearby,
and this balanced approach to licensing ensures neighborhoods historically disadvantaged by the
liquor license process will receive their fair share.
An Act to Ensure Fair Pay and Safe Workplaces: would require state contracting officers to
consider an employer's record of workplace law compliance, including health and safety
standards, wage laws and civil rights laws, before awarding a contract. The goal is to protect
workers from wage abuse, workplace discrimination, and unsafe working conditions while
ensuring a fair public contracting system that makes sure companies are following the law.
An Opportunity to Achieve Equal Pay: Massachusetts Pay Transparency and Pipeline Advancement
Act: would require all companies with more than 100 employees to report the gender and race
of employees holding specific management titles, and require the Office of Labor and Workforce

Development to post data. This legislation would also establish a fund to provide professional
development services to employees who observe a disparity between the overall and their
employer's ratio, in order to help improve their employer's rating.
An Act to Promote Asset Building for Low-Income Residents: would remove the cap on assets for
families receiving temporary cash assistance. The current policy disincentives families to
accumulate even moderate savings and makes it more difficult for them to access resources.
Eight other states have enacted similar changes with positive results.
An Act to Lift the Cap on Kids: would repeal a policy that denies critical resources to children
conceived while, or soon after, a family is receiving benefits. Massachusetts is one of only 17
states that have a Cap on Kids or similar policy.
An Act to Help Working Families: which seeks to raise the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) to 50
percent, would return money directly to more than 400,000 eligible low- and moderate-income
individuals and families. The EITC is almost universally seen as one of the most effective antipoverty programs, and an increase of the state EITC would offer a significant economic boost for
low-income workers.

